Alliance Remote Gateway

Your Alliance Gateway hosted by SWIFT
Alliance Remote Gateway drastically simplifies your SWIFT infrastructure
What is Alliance Remote Gateway?

Replace your Gateways, SNLs, HSMs

* All Alliance Connect versions are supported (Bronze / Silver / Silver+ / Gold)
Alliance Remote Gateway – Light footprint

1. **Alliance Access** or **Entry** on Windows, Linux, AIX and Oracle Solaris

2. **SWIFT VPN boxes** (Alliance Connect)
   - All options supported (Bronze/Silver/Silver+/Gold) allowing to connect using leased lines and/or internet
   - Secure & reliable, with resiliency built-in

3. **SWIFT security tokens** (USB)
   - Software certificates are supported for Access or Entry

**Simplify your systems:**
- **No** need to run Alliance Gateway, SWIFTNet Link or HSMs at your premises
- **No** need for additional software
  (Alliance Access and Entry have built-in support for Alliance Remote Gateway)
Alliance Remote Gateway – Highlights

- Alliance Gateway hosted by SWIFT
- SWIFT’s comprehensive operational service and support
- Less complexity, effort, and infrastructure for you
- All SWIFT messages, all SWIFT flows including FIN, InterAct, FileAct and Browse
- No change to features, screens and integration capabilities of Access or Entry
Consider Alliance Remote Gateway if …

• You want the benefits of Alliance Access or Entry at your premises without needing to operate Alliance Gateway, SWIFTNet Link and HSMs

• You want to reduce technical complexity, effort and infrastructure for SWIFT messaging, while keeping control and application integration at your side

• You want to reduce your total cost of ownership (TCO)

Alliance Remote Gateway is designed for customers with up to five BIC-8 destinations, up to 10 concurrent users, and low-to-medium message volumes (up to Alliance Gateway band 4)
Alliance Remote Gateway Pricing

1. One-time setup fee

2. Yearly subscription fee
   replaces Alliance Gateway, SNL & HSM yearly fees

3. Messages and files sent are charged as per standard SWIFT prices

Contact your SWIFT representative for an offer
What is included in the yearly subscription fee?

- **Subscription to Alliance Remote Gateway**
  - Replaces SAG, SNL, HSM box licenses
  - Software is part of Access/Entry – no additional software required
- For max. 5 BICs, max. 10 concurrent Browse users
- 10 USB security tokens
  - Customer gets 10 tokens by default
  - PKI certificates related to the tokens
- Standard set of PKI certificates for signing SWIFTNet live & test traffic
- Standard Plus support from SWIFT

Other elements on your SWIFT bill stay the same

- **Access/Entry license & maintenance fees**
- **Alliance Connect fees**
- **Other elements needed to connect to SWIFT, such as:**
  - Messages & file traffic (NBI)
  - Minimum NBI fee (if applicable)
  - BIC / LT yearly fee
  - User Handbook subscription
  - RMA yearly fee (if FIN)
  - MA-CUG/SCORE subscription (if applicable)
  - Subscription to applications and services such as Sanctions Screening, Browse services …
- **Additional USB security tokens & PKI certificates**
Setup and Support Services

**Setup**
- Remote setup and assistance with activation
- End-to-end migration management
- Customisation to your specific needs (*)

**Operations / Support**
- Standard+ Support (Global 24*7*365)
- Fully managed SWIFT Operating Centre

**Additional options (*)**
- Assistance with migrating FTA/FTI from Alliance Gateway to Alliance Access (*)
- Other options available – ask your SWIFT representative (*)

(*) Additional charges will apply
Cost-effective
Save money by letting SWIFT host technical components

Trusted
Designed and operated by SWIFT

Simple
Access & Entry support ARG out of the box. Nothing to install

FullFeatured
All SWIFT message types, SWIFTNet flows and Browse services

Peace of Mind

Integrated service offering
Questions?
Thank you